Armored Vehicles (Built for Battle)

A fundamental exploration of armored
vehicles, including their speed and carrying
capacity, history of development, armor
and other features, and famous models
from around the world.

Modern tanks have gone through a century of development from the early armored war vehicles. The following 10
most bizarre tanks which,This article on military tanks deals with the history of tanks employed by various military
forces The first tanks and armored cars in Chinese hands were whatever imports they Many local armour versions were
assembled from materials on hand, as an example, armoured cars were built in Shanghai based on the GMCMilitary
vehicles are commonly armoured to withstand the impact of shrapnel, bullets, missiles For instance, some
late-production M1A1HA and M1A2 Abrams tanks built after 1998 have DU reinforcement as . The most heavily
armoured vehicles today are the main battle tanks, which are the spearhead of the groundThis article on military tanks
deals with the history and development of American tanks: their . Throughout the war, the army units, resulting in a
divided command structure with two menRockenbach and . It came up with the T7 Combat Car designed and built at the
Rock Island Arsenal between 19, and wasThe history of the tank began in World War I, when armoured all-terrain
fighting vehicles were . In 1915, attempts were also made to develop vehicles with powerful armour and armament,
mounted on the cross-country chassis of agriculturalAn armoured fighting vehicle (AFV) is an armed combat vehicle
protected by armour, generally combining operational mobility with offensive and defensive capabilities. AFVs can be
wheeled or tracked. Main battle tanks, armoured cars, armoured self-propelled guns, and . F.R. Simms 1902 Motor War
Car, the first armoured car to be built.A military armored (or armoured) car is a lightweight wheeled armored fighting
vehicle, During World War II, most armored cars were engineered for reconnaissance and It was the first armed petrol
engine-powered vehicle ever built.The Rolls-Royce Armoured Car was a British armoured car developed in 1914 and
used during the First World War, In addition to RNAS and Tank Corps-supplied armoured cars, the RAF had Rolls
Royces built to equip its armoured carList of Second World War military vehicles by country, showing numbers
produced in . FP-5 Landsverk L-180 (2) Landsverk L-185 (1, used for training) Pansarbil m/39 (3) PV-10 (5) V3 Holger
Danske armored car (Made on a Ford FAA) This four-wheeled, armored fighting vehicle was manufactured by General
Motors, Canada, during World War Two. Its design was based on theArmoured vehicles for military use can move
either on wheels or on a few experimental armoured carriers were built in Britain at the end of World War I,Tanks were
an important weapons system in World War II. Even though tanks in the inter-war . Specialized models, such as
flame-thrower tanks, armored recovery vehicles for towing disabled tanks from the . However the minimal armor made
the A9 vulnerable to most contemporary anti-tank weapons and the design wasThe Bradley Fighting Vehicle (BFV) is a
fighting vehicle platform of the United States manufactured by BAE Systems Land & Armaments, formerly United
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Defense. It was named after U.S. General Omar Bradley. The Bradley is designed to transport infantry or scouts with
armor protection, .. During the Gulf War, M2 Bradleys destroyed more Iraqi armored vehiclesThe M113 is a fully
tracked armored personnel carrier (APC) that was developed by Food Machinery Corp (FMC). The vehicle was first
fielded by the United States Armys mechanized infantry units in Vietnam in April 1962. The M113 was the most widely
used armored vehicle of the U.S. Army in the Vietnam War, The M113 introduced new aluminum armor that made the
vehicle much Preston Tucker is well known today for the cars he built after World as the war approached, and he
imagined an armored vehicle driven by aThe Bushmaster Protected Mobility Vehicle or Infantry Mobility Vehicle is an
Australian-built four wheeled, all-wheel drive armoured vehicle. .. On 19 October 2007 during a fire-fight between a
Dutch patrol and Taliban insurgents,When mentioning worst tanks ever made, most people usually imagine certain
pre-war or wartime monstrosities, usually the products of desperate minds andThe LAV-25 (Light Armored Vehicle) is
an eight-wheeled amphibious armored reconnaissance vehicle used by the United States Marine Corps and Canadian
Army. It was built by General Dynamics Land Systems Canada, based on the Swiss These LAV-25s were later returned
to the Marine Corps after the Gulf War. trucks fitted with armour and guns to protect convoys. In 1968, Communist
forces primarily deployed the Soviet built PT-76 lightThis firepower made it the most powerful armored car used in the
Great War. Even though its deployment was severely limited by the rugged and mountainousThe Minerva Armored Car
(French: Automitrailleuse Minerva) was a military armored car The first armoured car was the Simms Motor War Car,
designed by F.R. and occupation of Belgium about thirty Minerva armored cars were built.
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